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Abstract

Temperature data from the unsaturated zone (UZ) at Yucca Mountain are analyzed to estimate

percolation-flux rates and overall heat flux. A multilayer, one-dimensional analytical solution is

presented for determining percolation flux from temperature data. Case studies have shown that the

analytical solution agrees very well with results from the numerical code, TOUGH2. The results of

the analysis yield percolation fluxes in the range from 0 to 20 mm/year for most of the deep

boreholes. This range is in good agreement with the results of infiltration studies at Yucca Mountain.

Percolation flux for the shallower boreholes, however, cannot be accurately determined from

temperature data alone because large gas flow in the shallow system alters the temperature profiles.

Percolation-flux estimates for boreholes located near or intersecting major faults are significantly

higher than those for other boreholes. These estimates may be affected by gas flow in the faults.
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1. Introduction

Temperature data have been collected from more than 40 boreholes in the unsaturated

zone (UZ) at Yucca Mountain (Sass et al., 1988; Rousseau et al., 1999). The temperature

data show significant variability owing to various factors, including variabilities in thermal

conductivities, thicknesses of geological formations with different thermal properties,

differences in percolation fluxes near the boreholes, lateral flow of percolating water near
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the boreholes, and differences in the prevailing heat flux. In addition, there are problems

with the temperature measurements themselves, especially the older data set from Sass et

al. (1988), resulting from measurement errors, scarcity of measurements, disequilibrium

between the borehole and the surrounding rock, and convective gas and water flows in the

unsaturated and saturated portions of the boreholes, respectively.

The first comprehensive analysis of the temperature and thermal conductivity data from

Yucca Mountain was conducted by Sass et al. (1988), who estimated the heat flux by

thermal conduction. These investigators found a significant heat-flux deficit in both the

saturated zone and the thick UZ. They attributed the UZ deficit to either energy uptake by

water percolating through the mountain (see the theory originally proposed by Bredehoeft

and Papadopulos, 1965) or evaporation of deep waters and subsequent discharge of warm,

moist air to the atmosphere. Relatively old gas ages (on the order of thousands of years;

Yang et al., 1996) for the Topopah Spring unit suggest that the percolating-water

hypothesis is the more likely explanation. Rousseau et al. (1999) applied a conductive

and convective model (TOUGH2) to temperature data from boreholes UZ#4 and UZ#5,

and found significant variability in the inferred percolation flux.

The temperature data have been analyzed within the context of the UZ model (e.g.,

Bodvarsson et al. 1996). They included both conductive and convective heat-transfer

methods in an attempt to infer estimates for the percolation flux through the Topopah

Spring and Calico Hills formations. Bodvarsson et al. (1996) results suggested that a

percolation flux of about 5–10 mm/year in the Topopah Spring unit exist throughout most

of the current repository area with somewhat lower values estimated throughout the Calico

Hills Formation. The difference in percolation-flux estimates for the two units is attributed

to lateral flow above the low-permeability zeolitic tuffs of the Calico Hills Formation. Sass

and Lachenbruch (1982) analyzed the percolation flux near borehole G-1 and estimated it

to be 8 mm/year, similar to the above estimates. One advantage of the method of

estimating percolation flux by temperatures is that this approach is insensitive to the

partitioning of the total percolation flux between fractures and the matrix, which is at

present poorly known. The present study is limited to the UZ and does not explicitly

consider the underlying saturated zone at Yucca Mountain.

In this paper, we perform an analysis of the temperature data using additional tools and

methods. First, we review an analytical solution for conductive and convective heat flow.

Next, we apply the solution to analyzing all of the temperature data. This leads to estimates

of percolation flux for all of the boreholes considered and located at different parts of the

mountain. This information is crucial because percolation flux is difficult to determine and

has a large impact on the performance of the potential repository, with performance

inversely related to the flux rate. Finally, we utilize the numerical code TOUGH2 to check

the analytical solutions and present some results of three-dimensional (3-D) heat flow

simulations.

2. Temperature and heat flow data

Subsurface temperature was monitored in 35 test boreholes near Yucca Mountain and in

particular repeated temperature logs were obtained from 18 of the 35 boreholes (Sass et al.,
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1988). Among them, we selected 25 boreholes, including all the boreholes with measured

temperature data from the unsaturated zone within or near the site-scale model area, as

shown in Fig. 1. Also shown in Fig. 1 is the location of most of selected boreholes. Table 1

provides coordinates and completion information for the 25 original and 7 newly drilled

Fig. 1. Map showing the borehole locations used for the present study, the study area of the 3-D, unsaturated zone

site-scale flow and transport model, and surface traces of identified faults.
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temperature boreholes, including UZ#5, UZ-7a, NRG-6, NRG-7a, and SD-12. Most

temperature data in Table 1 were obtained from Sass et al. (1988); for the new wells,

temperature data were obtained from Rousseau et al. (1999).

Temperature data from the new boreholes are thought to represent actual rock-mass

temperatures more accurately because they were measured with long-term monitoring

equipment that were sealed to prevent gas circulation. Temperatures reported by Sass et al.

Table 1

Location, elevation, and completion information for the selected boreholes

Borehole Borehole coordinates (m)a Elevation Total depth Water level

designation
North East

(m) (m) elevation (m)

a#1 233142 172623 1199b 762b 730b

a#4 234078 172051 1277c 152b nad

a#5 233768 172137 1234c 148b nad

a#6 233446 172060 1231c 152b nad

a#7 233553 172355 1219c 305b nad

b#1 233246 172644 1201e 1220e 731d

G-1 234848 170993 1326c 1829b 750d

G-2 237386 170842 1554c 1831e 1020d

G-3 229447 170226 1480c 1533e 730d

G-4 233418 171627 1270c 915b 731d

H-1 234773 171416 1302c 1829e 731d

H-3 230594 170216 1483c 1219e 731d

H-4 232149 171880 1249c 1219e 730d

H-5 233670 170355 1478c 1219e 776d

H-6 232654 168882 1302c 1220e 776d

WT-1 229801 171828 1202c 515e 731c

WT-2 231849 171274 1301c 628e 730c

WT#4 234242 173139 1167c 482e 728c

WT#6 237920 172067 1313c 383e 1035d

WT-7 230298 168826 1197c 491e 779d

WT-10 228225 168646 1123c 431e 775c

WT#16 236043 173856 1210c 521e 738d

WT#17 228118 172581 1124c 443e 729c

WT#18 235052 172168 1336c 623e 731

UZ-1 235085 170755 1349b 384b na

UZ#4 234305 172559 1201b 112b nad

UZ#5 234267 172558 1205b 111b nad

UZ-7a 231914f 171584f

NRG-6 233698 171964 1248b 335b na

NRG-7 234344 171604 1282b 461b 822

NRG-7a 234355 171598 1282b 461b 822

SD-12 232244 171178 1324g 660g 730g

a From DOE (1997).
b From CRWMS M&O (1996).
c From Sass et al. (1988, Table 2).
d From Luckey (1996).
e From Tucci and Burkhardt (1995).
f Number for UZ-7, not UZ-7a.
g From Rautman and Engstrom (1996, Geology of the SD-12).
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(1988) were obtained from open, gas-filled boreholes or in sealed, water-filled tubing

suspended in open boreholes. Temperatures measured in boreholes containing convecting

fluids may differ significantly from actual wall-rock temperatures. However, for borehole

UZ-1, the largest-diameter (about 35 cm) borehole at Yucca Mountain, temperatures

measured by Sass et al. (1988) in the open hole, were similar to those by Rousseau et al.

(1999) after the hole was instrumented, sealed, and allowed to stabilize. We have

examined the temperature data (Saas et al., 1988) against the new measurements for the

same boreholes. We found, in general, that the difference between these measurements is

within 0.5 jC, which indicates that the data from Sass et al. (1988) adequately represent in

situ geothermal conditions for the purpose of this analysis.

Sass et al. (1988) estimated the conductive heat flow at the Yucca Mountain site

based on temperature surveys and thermal conductivity measurements in both the

Fig. 2. Heat flow distribution in the unsaturated zone (mW/m2) taken from Sass et al. (1988).
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saturated zone and the UZ. They found that heat flows in the UZ vary in a systematic

fashion, both spatially and as a function of UZ thickness. The average heat flow from

the UZ was evaluated to be about 41 mW/m2 (see Fig. 2). In comparison, the limited

temperature data available for the saturated zone indicate an average heat flux of some

50 mW/m2 (Sass et al., 1988; Rousseau et al., 1999). The UZ heat flux may have been

influenced by processes in the UZ or the underlying saturated zone. In any case, the

scatter in the saturated zone heat flux is of sufficient magnitude such that the difference

between the saturated zone and UZ heat flow is not statistically significant. On the other

hand, the alluvium, where exists, plays a significant role in controlling the near-surface

thermal gradient or heat flow (Rousseau et al., 1999). In this study, however, effects of

the alluvium on deep heat flow are not included, because little information on steady-

state infiltration can be derived from the shallow temperature data due to transient

effects of surface or near-surface processes, such as evapotranspiration and seasonal

climate changes.

The Yucca Mountain site is near the southern boundary of a regional heat-flow

anomaly, the Eureka Low. As indicated by Sass et al. (1988), average heat flow in the

Eureka Low is about half that for the adjacent regions. Fridrich et al. (1994) suggested two

related interpretations for the heat-flow anomaly under Yucca Mountain. The first possible

interpretation is that the anomaly may result from cool underflow in the deep carbonate

aquifer (also proposed by Sass et al., 1988). The second possible interpretation is that the

anomaly may be related to the zone of an apparent steep potentiometric gradient in the

northern part of Yucca Mountain, suggesting that the effective northern limit of the deep

carbonate aquifer (and by inference, the zone of downwelling fluid) may coincide with the

large lateral potentiometric gradient under Yucca Mountain. It should be noted, however,

that this steep potentiometric gradient may appear to exist because measurements of

hydraulic head in perched water have been misinterpreted to represent hydraulic heads in

the regional groundwater system (see Wu et al., 1998). The heat flow values within the

general UZ site-scale model domain range from 35 to 45 mW/m2, as shown in Fig. 2. The

contours of the figure show low heat flow in the central portion and increasing heat flow

away from the center of the site-scale model area.

3. Analytical model and solution

Shan and Bodvarsson (2002) derived analytical expressions for the integration of

temperature data; here we briefly describe the solution. The following assumptions are

made: (1) water flow is one-dimensional and vertical; (2) percolation rate is constant with

time; (3) the effect of air convection is negligibly small; (4) thermal conductivity (or

diffusivity) is constant for each layer; and (5) the temperature profile does not vary with

time. The governing equation for such a heat flow through each layer of the unsaturated

zone can be written as:

ai ¼
d2Ti

dz2
¼ v

dTi

dz
ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ ð1Þ
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where z is the vertical coordinate; Ti is the temperature at an arbitrary point in each layer,

jC; v is the percolation-flux rate, m/s; ai is the thermal diffusivity of each layer, m2/s,

which is a constant, defined by

ai ¼
ki

qwcw
ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ ð2Þ

where qw and cw are the density (in kg/m3) and the specific heat capacity (in J/kg K) of

water, respectively; and ki is the thermal conductivity (in W/m K) for each layer. Here the

three parameters are treated as constants in the analytical solutions.

The general solution of Eq. (1) for each layer is:

TiðzÞ ¼ Ci:1e
vz=ai þ Ci:2 ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ ð3Þ

where Ci.1 and Ci.2 are two integral constants for each layer, and e is the base of natural

logarithms.

For convenience, we set z = 0 at the surface of the top layer. The z-axis is positive

downward. If we designate for the base of each layer a depth of di, then the thickness of

each layer is simply the difference of its two boundary coordinates, and

bi ¼ di � di�1 ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ ð4Þ

where d0 = 0.

Assuming that the temperature at the surface of the top layer is always a known

constant, T0, then

T1ð0Þ ¼ T0: ð5Þ

For the case of constant-temperature lower boundaries, the boundary condition can be

written as

TnðdnÞ ¼ TB ð6Þ

where TB is the known bottom-temperature value of the measured profile.

The integral constants in Eq. (3) are as follows (Shan and Bodvarsson, 2002):

C1:1 ¼
TB � T0

a� 1
ð7aÞ

C1:2 ¼ C2:2 ¼ : : : ¼ Cn:2 ¼
aT0 � TB

a� 1
ð7bÞ

Cðiþ1Þ:1 ¼ evdið1=ai�1=aiþ1ÞCi:1 ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n� 1Þ ð7cÞ

where the parameter, a, introduced for convenience, is defined by

a ¼ evdn=aeff ð8aÞ
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where dn represents the total thickness of the n layers, and aeff is the effective thermal

diffusivity of the n layers defined by

aeff ¼ dn
Xn
i¼1

ðbi=aiÞ
,

ð8bÞ

As expected, Eq. (8b) resembles that of the effective hydraulic conductivity for flow

crossing a multilayered saturated porous medium.

Table 2

Thermal properties used for different layers in analytical analysis

Layer unit Thermal conductivity

(W/m K)

Thermal diffusivity

(m2/s)

Depth to base of

layer (m)

(1) Tiva Canyon 1.89 4.52� 10� 7 53.21

(2) Paintbrush 0.66 1.58� 10� 7 73.09

(3) Topopah Spring I 1.70 4.07� 10� 7 183.49

(4) Topopah Spring II 2.29 5.48� 10� 7 373.99

(5) Calico Hills 1.20 2.87� 10� 7 411.17

Fig. 3. Comparison of the observed and calculated temperature profiles at borehole SD-12.
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It is of use to evaluate the conductive and convective heat fluxes from the above

solutions. These are given by:

Fconv: ¼ qwcwvTi ð9aÞ

Fcond: ¼ �ki
dTi

dz

� �
: ð9bÞ

The sum of these two components of the total heat flux is, in fact, a constant that is

consistent with the assumption of a steady state (Shan and Bodvarsson, 2002).

Fig. 4. The relationship between percolation flux and RMS for borehole SD-12.
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3.1. Application of the analytical solution

As a demonstration of the usefulness of the analytical solutions, we analyze the

measured temperature profile for borehole SD-12. The analysis is performed using a five-

layer model, representing the five major unsaturated hydrologic units at Yucca Mountain:

the Tiva Canyon unit, the Paintbrush unit, the Topopah Spring upper unit (TSw 1), the

Topopah Spring lower unit (TSw 2), and the Calico Hills unit (CH). The depths to the

bases of these layers for borehole SD-12 and the thermal properties used are given in Table

2. Thermal properties in Table 2 were obtained from Brodsky et al. (1997) and the DOE

Reference Information Base (1993), and were also for other boreholes. Our approach first

uses the solution, which assumes a constant-temperature boundary condition at the bottom

of the measured temperature profile, corresponding to that specific temperature value. The

ground-surface temperature is also fixed, and then temperatures calculated for various

percolation-flux rates are compared with the observed data. The percolation flux that best

reproduces the observed temperature profile has a signature of the total heat flux as a

combination of the conductive heat flow and the convective heat transport by the

percolating water. The goodness of fit is evaluated by minimizing the root mean square

error (RMS) of the temperatures for each assumed percolation flux, and this RMS

represents the best-case estimate.

Fig. 5. Sensitivity of derived temperature profiles using the analytical solution to percolation flux for borehole

SD-12.
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Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the observed temperature profile for borehole SD-12, the

derived analytical solution, and the numerical solution calculated using TOUGH2 (Pruess,

1991). As the figure shows, all the analytical and numerical solutions match the observed

data very well.

The observed temperature profile was first matched using the analytical solution, as

discussed above, resulting in an RMS versus percolation flux graph shown in Fig. 4. This

figure clearly shows that a percolation flux of 15 mm/year best matches the observed data

for borehole SD-12. Calculations of the conductive and convective components resulted in

a total heat flux of 47 mW/m2. This heat flux value is consistent with estimates of 40 to

F 50 mW/m2 reported for other boreholes by Sass et al. (1988). The agreement between

the temperature data, numerical and analytical solutions (Fig. 3) obtained indicates that

both solution methods can be used to analyzing the heat flow problem. In a later section,

we will further utilize the TOUGH2 code to examine some of the assumptions and

limitations of the analytical solution.

It is of importance to examine the sensitivity of the derived temperature profile to the

percolation flux, which is shown in Fig. 5 for borehole SD-12. In this figure, the

temperature profile shows significant sensitivity to the percolation-flux rate. It should,

however, be acknowledged that the observed data and analysis contain some uncertainties,

including thermal-property variability and uncertainty.

4. Analysis of borehole temperature data

Following the general approach given above, the analytical solution is applied to

temperature profiles from other boreholes in and near the UZ model area at Yucca

Mountain. Table 3 gives the results of these studies in terms of the optimal percolation

flux, the RMS, and the net total heat flux at the base of the UZ for each of the boreholes

considered. (The last column, labeled ‘‘corrected percolation flux,’’ will be discussed

below.) First, the percolation-flux values obtained from the analytical solution are found to

vary greatly, from 0 to over 60 mm/year. Second, the RMS also varies significantly from

borehole to borehole, from a near-perfect fit with the data for borehole NRG-7 to a rather

poor fit for boreholes H-6, G-1, G-2, and G-3. Third, the estimated heat fluxes vary

considerably from borehole to borehole, making some of the results more reasonable than

others. However, the information from the very simple analytical model provides an

opportunity to sort out important features of heat-transfer processes at Yucca Mountain and

to help in determining the important parameter of percolation flux.

4.1. Fault effects

If we consider just the estimated percolation-flux rates from the analysis and correlate

the high-percolation-flux boreholes with the ‘‘closeness’’ to faults, we get a very

convincing conclusion. When the percolation fluxes shown in Table 3 are compared with

borehole locations shown in Fig. 1, we see that almost all of the high-flux-rate boreholes

are located on or near major faults and structures. The few exceptions include boreholes

UZ-1, SD-12, H-4, and G-1, some of which are located in the high-infiltration areas as
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estimated by Flint et al. (1996). Some of these and other boreholes may also be affected by

strong gas flow or circulation, which will impact temperature profiles. This may be the

reason for the apparently anomalous estimates of percolation-flux results around these

boreholes. For example, young gas has been found in boreholes NRG-7 and SD-12, and

other investigators suggest that gaseous processes causing evaporative/condensive heat-

transfer effects may be important within and near faults (Yang et al., 1996). However, there

are also some indications that leakage in the borehole instrumentation may have

influenced the testing of some of these boreholes—for example, at borehole SD-12 (Yang

et al., 1998). Furthermore, more recent C-14 data suggest that the gas in Ghost Dance fault

is 2400–4500 years old (LeCain et al., 2000), indicating gas movement and its history at

these locations.

Gas flow in faults can significantly affect the apparent percolation flux inferred from

temperature data as reported by Finsterle et al. (1996), based on numerical simulations.

They simulated an east–west cross section through boreholes UZ-6 and SD-12 using a

coupled moisture, gas, and temperature model. The simulation results in their report show

Table 3

Results of analytical study of temperatures

Borehole Analytical

percolation

flux (mm/year)

RMS (jC) Heat flux

(mW/m2)

Corrected

percolation

flux (mm/year)

a#5 0 0.18 32 –

a#6 0 0.16 34 –

a#7 7 0.19 42 7

G-1 27 0.73 47 27

G-2 < 0.1 0.75 25 < 0.1

G-3 < 0.1 0.80 36 < 0.1

G-4 8 0.23 42 8

H-1 19 0.24 43 –

H-3 5 0.65 36 5

H-4 13 0.28 45 13

H-5 25 0.56 66 10

H-6 8 1.33 54 5

NRG-6 37 0.06 41 –

NRG-7 30 0.05 40 –

SD-12 15 0.12 47 15

UZ-1 8 0.05 45 8

UZ#4 25 0.12 34 –

UZ#5 0 0.21 37 –

UZ-7a 63 0.16 50 –

WT-1 29 0.31 69 –

WT-2 4 0.36 41 4

WT#4 10 0.38 48 10

WT#6 0 0.24 36 0

WT-7 3 0.14 56 3

WT-10 15 0.28 42 –

WT#16 3 0.74 41 3

WT#17 0 0.50 46 0

WT#18 12 0.35 40 12
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the inferred percolation flux in the Topopah Spring unit for a series of gridblocks

extending from east to west with apparent high percolation flux near the Dune Wash

and Ghost Dance faults, which is attributed to the effects of gas flow on the temperature

profiles. The actual infiltration rate and percolation flux near these faults applied in the

model are much less than that inferred from the temperature data.

Because of all of the above, it is uncertain how much the estimated percolation flux by

matching temperature distributions for boreholes near faults reflects actual percolation or

evaporative processes rather than liquid flow. Therefore, we have omitted these estimated

values from the ‘‘corrected percolation flux’’ column in Table 3.

4.2. RMS variance for individual boreholes

Figs. 6–8 show the sensitivity of individual borehole temperature data to the

percolation flux, represented as RMS functions. Fig. 6 shows the relationship for the

deep H- and G-boreholes, Fig. 7 for some of the deep WT boreholes, and Fig. 8 for some

of the shallower NRG, A, and UZ boreholes. It is clear from these figures that the

percolation flux can be determined with much more confidence for the deeper boreholes

than for the shallower ones. In fact, some of the shallower boreholes show little sensitivity

to percolation flux because of the limited data points and limited contrasts in thermal

properties. We conclude from this analysis that the analysis method proposed in this paper

is better suited for analyzing data from deep boreholes that have temperature data spanning

Fig. 6. Root mean square error versus percolation flux for G- and H-boreholes.
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Fig. 7. Root mean square error versus percolation flux for WT- and SD-12 boreholes.

Fig. 8. Root mean square error versus percolation flux for selected A-, NRG-, and UZ-boreholes.
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several thermal units. Because of topographic effects, gaseous flow is more important in

shallow boreholes, and this process is neglected in the current model.

Based on the above results, we have modified the estimated percolation rate values

shown in Table 3 (labeled ‘‘corrected percolation flux, mm/year’’). Estimated values for

shallow boreholes have been removed because the temperature data from these boreholes

Fig. 9. Locations of boreholes and estimated values of percolation flux in mm/year.
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are less reliable for determining percolation flux. The results indicate that the crest

boreholes have percolation flux on the order of 5–10 mm/year, with somewhat higher

values at boreholes G-1, SD-12, and H-4 (about 15–25 mm/year) (see Fig. 9).

5. Numerical simulation

The numerical simulation analysis of this section was based directly on the 3-D UZ

flow model (Bodvarsson et al., 1997), in which fracture and matrix flow of fluids and heat

was handled using a dual-permeability approach. The 3-D model includes effects of

possible lateral flow, parameter spatial variability, and faults. The analysis used the

nonisothermal steady-state flow solution of the 3-D model with the top boundary (ground

surface) and the bottom boundary (water table) described with fixed temperatures using

field measurements. The purpose of this analysis was to include more realistic geological

Fig. 10. Comparison between modeled (3-D model) and observed temperature data for borehole SD-12 with

different net infiltration rates.
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layering in the analysis with more variability in the thermal properties and took into

account the effects of and multidimensional fluid and heat flow as well as faults. The

surface infiltration rate with the numerical analysis was spatially varied according to the

base-case infiltration map (Flint et al., 1996). In addition, the spatially varying infiltration

rates were adjusted by multiplying and dividing a factor of 3 and 5, respectively, to every

source term at surface nodes. The thermal-property data used were those of Brodsky et al.

(1997) as expressed in terms of the layering in the UZ Model by Ho (written

communication, 1997).

Figs. 10 and 11 present two examples of the match between the observed data and those

computed by the 3-D numerical model for boreholes SD-12 and H-5, respectively, with

different infiltration rates. As the figures show, there is generally good agreement between

the observed and simulated temperatures. Figs. 10 and 11 show a comparison of simulated

and measured temperatures at boreholes SD-12 and H-5, indicating the sensitivity of

vertical temperature distributions relative to net surface infiltration rates. Note that the

Fig. 11. Comparison between modeled (3-D model) and observed temperature data for borehole H-5 with

different net infiltration rates.
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base-case infiltration has an average of Q = 5 mm/year infiltration rates and is spatially

varied. For example, at SD-12, the infiltration rate = 10.7 mm/year. As shown in Figs. 10

and 11, increase or decrease in infiltration rate from the averaged Q by a factor 3 or 5 will

not match the observed temperature profile at these two borehole locations. The similar

temperature calibration using the 3-D model was performed for 27 other boreholes with

good match of observed temperatures. These modeling sensitivity analyses of analytical

and numerical simulations may help us to quantify the range of percolation flux in the UZ

system.

6. Summary and conclusions

This work describes a methodology of using subsurface temperature data to estimate

percolation flux through unsaturated zones. In particular, we have applied both analytical

and numerical models for the evaluation of percolation flux from temperature data from

Yucca Mountain. The numerical code TOUGH2 was used to check the analytical solutions

as well as to conduct 3-D sensitivity studies. The following conclusions are obtained from

this work:

(1) The analytical solutions, compared well with the results from numerical simulations

for all boreholes tested, provide a simple, but useful tool to analyzing UZ fluid and

heat flow.

(2) The use of temperature data for the estimation of percolation flux is subject to a greater

uncertainty for shallow boreholes. This is especially important at Yucca Mountain,

where large gas flows occur at shallow depth and topographic effects become more

important.

(3) The use of temperature data to determine percolation fluxes for deep boreholes looks

very promising, although there are uncertainties because of factors such as gas-flow

effects, thermal properties, and lateral flow diversion.

(4) Percolation fluxes for deep boreholes generally range from 0 to about 20 mm/year.

This range is in good agreement with the range of infiltration rates estimated by Flint

et al. (1996).

(5) Percolation fluxes estimated for boreholes at or near faults are generally higher than

the other boreholes. It is uncertain if these high estimates are because of gas-flow

effects or higher percolation fluxes in the fault zone, which cannot be uniquely

determined using temperature data alone.
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